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Sufficient conditions of optimality of the control in a nonlinear system are 
given. This involves a demand for existence of a function with specified prop- 
erties. If this function is defined in a special manner, then the theorem deriv- 

ed in the paper yields the known theorem of Krotov [l]. A certain relaxation 
of the sufficient conditions given in [l] is obtained for the problems of the 
time optimal response in autonomous systems. 

1. Let the controlled object be characterized by the phase coordinates z = (~1, ra, 

I. * *, a?) in an n -dimensional Euclidean space En the law of variation of which 
is described by the differential equation 

dx/dt = f (2, u, t) (1.1) 

(u = (ul, u2, . . . . a, f = (P, P, . . . . f”)) 

where u is an r -dimensional control vector. The components of the vector function 
f (5, u, t) are assumed to be continuous in all its arguments, and continuously differen- 

tiable with respect to the variables xi, i = 1,2, . . . . n. We adopt, as the admissible 

controls, the set of all measurable functions u (t), to < t d tl the values of which sat- 
isfy the restriction u E U where U is a compact in Er. 

Let B. and 8, represent some admissible closed sets in 8”, and B an open 
set. The time instants to and tl are not fixed. We set to E To = 170, TO’I, tl E 
T, = h,, Zl’l. 

The problem of optimal control consists of finding, from amongst all admissible 

controls which transport the object (1.1) from the position 10 E DO to the position 
xi E Q,, such a control u (t), to d t < tl and the corresponding trajectory 2 (t), .Z (1) 

E 9, to < t < t1, 2 (to) = 20, x (t1) = 21, which together impart the possible minimum 

value to the functional 
i1 

I = 
s 

f” (z, ll, t) dt 
to 

The function f” (x, U, t) is assumed to satisfy the same condition as the components 

of the vector function f (x, u, t). 
Let the continuously differentiable function cp (x0, Z, t) of n -I- 2 variables 9, 

11, xa, . . ., x”, t be given. We introduce the function and the sets 

Q = E’ X P x IT,, ~‘1 
II = {(x0, x, t): ‘p (x0, x, t) > 0, (I’, x, t) E Q) 
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T h e o r e m 1. The sufficient condition for the process {z*(t), u* (t)), zc* (t) 
E Q, {% (to*), &*I E&I X To, {z* ftI*), ta*] E 8, X T, to be optimal is, that a 
function 9, (z’, 2, 1) continuously differentiable on the set Q exists such, that the 
following conditions hold: 

where 

P I o o f. Let us consider the following system of differential equations in the space 
En+2 : 

Jg- = f” (x, 11, 1), 
dXn+l 

-g = f (+, u, q, 7 = 1 

By choosing an arbitary admissible control u (8, to < d < tr and the initial Cauchy 
conditions 

x0 (to) = 0, z (to) = 20 E B*, x”+1 (to) = to E T, (1.3) 

we define a trajectory 

ZR ff), 5 (t), z9.l (1) EE t, fo < t -< fl ( 1. a 

of the system (1.2). The equation 

cp W, I, 1) = 0 (1.5) 

separates the set Q into two subsets. Let us denote by Q” the subset of Q on which 
the function ‘p (x“, 5, t) is positive, and by Q- the other subset. Condition (A) implies 
that the initial set (1.3) is completely contained in Q- and the point (0, Z* (to*), lo*) 
lies on the surface (1.4). Condition QB) implies that the surface (1.5) is “impermeable; 
i, e. the trajectory of the system (1.2) emerging from the set (1.3) will remain within 

Q- a under any admissible control u (I), to < t -G tl , to E TO, tI f Tl , during the 
wbole process. At the same time, the integral curve 

(X*” (L) -= I*(t)), X*(f), z”,” (I) - t, t,,* < t < tr* 

hes on the surface (1.5), i. e. 

cp (I*($ 2* (t), t) = 0, to* d t f t1* Cl.61 

Let us assume that the process in question is not optimal, i. e. that there exists a 

process (2 (0, u MI. to < t .S tl, x WcQ,b(toh to>= % XT,, (XW, bl E 66, x T,, 
such, that 

I< 1, ftL*) (X.7) 
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Consider the integral curve (1.4) of the system (1.2). Since X' (to) = 0 r (to) E 
%, to E To, and u (t), to d t < tl is an admissible control, the integral curve lies, 

as we showed before, in the subset Q- , i.e. 

cp W (r), z (0, t) G 0, to < r < t, 

But condition (C) and the inequality (1.7) together imply that 

cp W (tr), z (r&9 t1) > 0 

and the resulting contradiction proves the theorem. 
If the process (z.+ (t), U* (t)} satisfies the condition of Theorem 1, then we have 

the following inequality: 

‘p (I, (t1*), x, t) > 0, 5 E 81, r E T, (1.8) 

Indeed, let the opposite inequality hold at some point x = a E 8, and t = p E T, : 

q (1, k*), a, PL) = b < 0 

From condition (C) we have, for any E > 0 , 

cp (I* @I*) - e, a, p) = b -- 
acp (1, (tl*h 07 cl) 

8X0 e + 0 (e) > 0 

and this is impossible, since b < 0 by definition. 
Finally we note, that the inequality (1.8) becomes an equality at the point x* (ti*) 

E Q,, ti* E T, . This follows directly from (1.6) at t = ri*. 
All this, makes possible the following assertion: 

min 
(x, t)chl,xT, 

cp (I* (tl*), 5, t) = 0 

The above expresssion formally coincides with condition (A) of Theorem 1; it is not 
however equivalent to condition (C), being substantially weaker. 

If we define the function cp (z”, Z, t) in the following form: 

‘p (x0, x, t) = K (2, t) - x0 (1.9) 

then a theorem due to Krotov [1] follows from Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1 given above ans stating the sufficient conditions of optimality, is a direct 

generalization of the results of [S]. 

2. Let the behavior of the object be described by 

x* = j (2, uj 

Consider the problem of fast response when SJo = {x0}, 8, = {xi) . Let {x (t), u (t)}, 
0 < t Q ti be a process satisfying the Pontriagin maximum principle [4], and $ (t). 
0 < t < tl be a vector function corresponding to this process. Let US set 

c ($, 5) = F-m; Oh f (x (u)) 

Then provided that the control II (t), 0 d t d tl is a piecewise continuous function, 

the following corollary can be obtained from Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let the function c (I#, X) be such that 

c (l$ (t), 5) - c (9 (t), x (t)) - [6” (\I (;; x W, ) x - z(t)) < 0 (2.1) 
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when (4 01, z - x (0) i& 0 I and let the following condition hold: 

(4) (l), z1 - z (1)) > 0, 0 < t < t, (2.2) 

Then the process (z (t), u (l)), o < t g tl is optimal with respect to the time optimal 
response, 

P r o o f. To apply Theorem 1 to the problem of time optimal response we must 

put f u z 1 and use the time t as the coordinate 3s” . Then, instead of the funct- 
ion cp f$, x, t) we shall have ‘~1 (t, z) and instead of R (9, z, U, t) , the function 

and the following sets, respectively 

Q1 = [O, tll X E”, n, = ((t, 4: VI (12 4 > 0, (I, 4 E Q1) 

For the process {Z (t), u (1)) to be optimal, it is sufficient that a function ?I (1, x), 
continuously differentiable on the set Q1 exists such that the following conditions 

hold: 
A,) 91 (0, z (0)) = 0 

Blj sup R, (t, x, ii) a< 0 
UEU, ct. a$zIl 

Let us set 
‘PI ft, r) = (II‘ (09 J‘ - z (1)) (2.3) 

The above ~nc~on is con~nuously differentiable everywhere on the set QI except 
at the points of a finite number of planes t = xi, i = 1,2, . . . . 1%’ where ri, denote 

points on the segment [0, tr] at which the function 14 (tj has first order discontinuit- 

ies. We note that Theorem 1 remains valid when the function ceases to be continuous- 
ly differentiable at the points of a finite number of planes 

t = “i (i = 1,2, .*., 1vj, Zi = COUSt 

When the function q1 (t, z) is given by (2.31, condition ( A,) is fulfilled automatica- 
lly and condition (I33 assumes the form 

sup Rl(G,E, u)< 0; 0 G t < h, t*(t), .s - z (9 20 (2.4) 
UElJ 

Let us transform the left-hand side of the inequality (2.4). with the particular 
form (2.3) of the function vpl (t, z) taken into account. We have 

Here we have used the Pontriagin maximum principle 

(+ (tj, f (r (t), rr (t)j -= I;:;_(+ (tj, f (x (1)) 10) = c (1) (tj~ 2 (*jj 

(2.5) 
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and the relation [Z] 9’ (t) = - & (9 (t), z (~))/~~, which holds under the ~mp~on 
that the function c (9, z) is differentiable, 

Using the relations (2.5) we conclude, that R, (t, x, U) < Q (t, z) where Q (t, r) 
is the left-hand side of the inequality (2.1). Therefore the condition (2.1) guarantees 
the validity of condition (B i), and condition (cl) can be written in the form (2.2). 
which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

In the theorem given in [2l the inequality (2.1) was required to hold over the whole 
space En. 

3. It can be seen from the formula (1.9) that the sufficient conditions of optimality 
due to Krotov ‘[l] follow from Theorem 1 provided that the equation cp (x0, 2, t) = U 
can be solved for 9 i i. e, the inequality 

acp W, 2, tllt39 # 0 (3.1) 

must hold over the wholedomainof variation of the variables (I, t) E 51 X [%, rr’l. 
Let us assume that f” (2, U, 1) > 0 for all u E U, x E 52, t E (TO, zl’l . Let 

{,r* (t), U* (t), I+* (t)}, to q t < tl be the Pontriagin extremal in the problem of Sect. 1. 
The equation 

defines uniquely the function t = E (2) by virtue of the assumption made with res- 
pect to the function f” (2, U, t) . As in Sect. 2 setting 

cp (z”, 2, t) = (** (E (z”)), z - 2* (5 W))) + *:+1&z (~“11 ff - 5 W) 

we can obtain the sufficient conditions of optimality for the extremal {z* (t), u* (t), 
“+* (l!}, lo < t f t1 , similar to those formulated in Theorem 2. The equation 

($* (E W)), r - x* (E W))) -t. $+r (E W) (t - E W)) = 0 

is not solved for Z? and, in addition, the condition (3.1) does not hold except in the 

trivial cases. 
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